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ABSTRACT
In recent years considerable concetn has been

expressed for the p/ight of the displaced homemaker, a women who, .

after spending many years working in the home, must reenter the labor
market teprovide the primary support for a family. In 1978 Congress
added to Title 3 of the ComprehensivEmployment and Training Act a
special program to assist displaced fimemakers -in making a successful
entry into the labor market by providing employment opportunities,
job counseling, job training, and ether supportive services. Data .

from 1972 ahd 1976 National Longitudinal Survey intet.views revealed
that in 1972 between three and four perceiit of women in all age
groups from thirty-five tO.forty-mine were potentially eligible for
the displaced homemaker program. /n 1976,, eligibility rates were
higher by more than toile percentage point for comparable age groups.
In addition, it was found that since'her first'marriage the average
eligible woman had spent about seventeen years out of the labor force
and had worked six months or more for about nine years. Over
one-third of the total eligible population, amid nearly one-half of the-
unemployed group had ten'or more years of substantial york
experience. (LRA)
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In recen't years considerable concern has been expressed for the plight

of the displaced homemaker, a woman who, after spending many years working

in the home, must reenter the,labor market to provide the primary sukort

for a family. In 1978 Congress added to Title III of the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA) a special program to assist displaced

homemakers in making a successful entry into the labor market by providing
(-?

employment opportunities, job counsel ing, job training and other supportive

services.

Although the economic disadvantage of women who become widowed or

.

divorced in midlife is well,documented (Shaw, 1978; Hamptoni 1975( the

numbers of wo4n who might-be expected to need the.services. of the kind of

program provided for in this legislation are not known. The present paper

uses a sample of mature.women from the National Longitudinal Surveys'of

Labor Market Experience (NLS) to estimate the percentage of women between

the ages of 35 and 54 who will be potentially eligible for the program.

Information about the labor market,problems faced'by potentfal

participants will be important in designing effective programs for

'displaced homemakers. Therehre, a second purpose of this paper is ta

describe the work experienc: skills, and family circumstances of the

potentially eligible population. In much of the discussion that preceded

the adoption of the legislation, displaced homemakers were described as

as*
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a
women who had spent most of their lives as homemakers and thus had little

or no work experience.
1

However, is this paper will show, the majority of

eligible women in the NLS sample do not fit this.stereotype. The implications

of this finding will be discussed in a concluding section.

Estimates of the Size of the Eligible Population_

A displaced homemaker is defined in the following way in the CETA

legislation.

The term 'displaced homemaker' means an individual who:
(a) has not worked in the labor force for a substantial
number of years.but has, during these years, worked in the
home providing unpaid services for family members; (b) has
been dependent on public assistance or on the income of
another family member but is no longer supported by that
income, or is receiving public assistance on account of
dependent children in the home; and (c) is unemployed or
underemployed and is experiencing difficulty in obtaining
or upgrading employment.4

Estimating tile size of the eligible Population using this-definition

is difficult for two major reasons. First, the wording( of the legislation

is subject.to differing interpretatfons that must be clarified through
#

administrative regulations and, in soMe cases, perhaps modified as

experiende with the program accumulates.,Second, the NLS data do not always

contain the information necessary for determining whdther a given respondent

would be eligibie for the program. Therefore, the criteria developed for

/ determining eligibility.in the NLS sample population depart somewhat from

I
See, for example, the tesfimony of Rep. Yvonne Burke before the House

Subcommittee on Employmept Opportunities (The Bureau of National Affatrs',
Inc., 1977).

2Publtc Law 95-524,- October 27, 1978.



the language of the legislation in ways that are,noted below, and the

estimaies presented here must be.regarded as only approximations. In

addition, it should be stressed that these are estimates of the total
4

population of potentially eligible women and not estimates of the actual

number of program applicants or participants,.

The following definitions were used to determine whether women in the

NLS sample were potentially eligible'for the program. Note that to be

considered eligible the respondent had to meet each of the three

criteria specified in the legislation. Under part.(a), a "substantial

number of years outside the labor force" was defined as la period of at

least five years in which the respondent worked less than six mOnths,

Starting from the date of her first marriage. 3
Five years as a cutoff

point for qualification is, of course, aititrary. Although a greater

number of years might have beett used, for purposes of estimation it seemed

desirable to include as large a group of potentially eligible persons as

!pbssible.4

A04'3 It is not possible to determine the number of-year§ spent entirely
out of the labor force Kith the NLS data. However, the-great majority Of
women 'who did not work-at least six months In a given year can be presumed )
not to have worked at all. For example, of all women whoAid not work at
least six months in 1966, 75 percent did not iiork at any timd during the
year.

/

-4

,
4
The eligible population would be about 10 percent larger if there

were no requirement that a substantia) number °If-years must be spent
outside the labor force. Sixty-five percent of the women excluded by the
five-year requirement were black. In their education, wages and percentage
in poverty, they did not differ substantially from the eligible population.
They did, of course, have much more ork experience, but their years of
experience had not made them significantly better off than eligible women.
For this reason, it would seem desirable not to interprqt "a'substantial
numbft 'Of years out of the labor market" too stringently.
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Under part (b) of the displaced, homemaker definition, all women who

t *ere widowed, separated , dtvomed at the time of their interview were

k .

included. In addition, mar:ried women were included if their husbands

worked less than six months in the previous year, and the family was either
b

receiving welfare or had an income below or.near. the official poverty leve1.5

Most of these husbands may be presumed to be disabled, but some may have

been suffering-from long.4erm unemployment. 1Never-marrqd women with

children under 18 were als6 included if they met this same low income

criterion. 4

Unde'r part (c), a woman Was coNsidered to be "unemployed and experienc-

ing difficulily.in Obtaining employment" if she was dnemploed for at least
/

eight weeks in the previous year or if she had experienced arlesser amount

of unemployment but had a.low income or had received public assistince.
-)

A w an was con0d6red to be underemployed if she was working part time at

the time of thOnterview or was working full time at less than the federal

minimum wage. In both cases it was also required that she meet the low

c.;Come-.criterion or receive public assistance. This definition of underemi-

ployment departs from the CETA definition, which requires that a per:son work-

1,

ping part time should be neking full time employment. Unfortunatel);, the 40

5Specifically, married women were tneluded only if their husbands
worked less than 26 week§ arid the family infome fell below-70 percent of
tthe loweo living standard income level or the official poverty guidelines,

whichever was higher. However, 'since the lower living standard income
lever\is determined by region and metropolitan area, and this informatioi

is not available.for the NLS sample in 1976, estiietes of this level for

each family were calculated using family size, residence in the South vs

.non-South, and residence in metropolitan vs. nonmetropolitan areas.
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reason for working part time was not asked in 1976, the"most recent NLS

1

intervir available: Therefore, the-underemployed group is somewhat over

estimated, as discussed further below.
6

In addition to women who met these definitions of unemployment or

underenployment, a thirtl group that might easil; become e'ligible in the

futdre was alsd included in the estimate of the potentially eltgible

population, These are low-income women who were not working or looking

for work, but who said they would accept a job if it were offered. These

women, who will be referred,6 as "near-eligible," are included.since

they could become eligible by taking th simple step of registering with

the Employment Service. Indeed, should,they hear-about the dlsplaced

homemaker.provam and decide to apply, they Would probably be advisedto

make themselves eligible in this way'.
7..

6The definition of "underemployed person" is from the 'Federal Reg_ister,
April 3, 1979, p. 200db. A full-time underemployed person l's aefined as
a person whose.annualized wage rate is less than the poverty line or 70
percent of the lower living standard income for a family of one, whichever
is higher. Depending on the region of the-country and the formula used

Oin annualizing'the wage,rate, this definition would often yield a wager'N
(-criterion for eligibility Oat was below the federal minimum wage. However,
since the number'of respondents involved is small, the Minimum wage has
been used'as the cut-off point for,ease of ciculation..

7This definition of near-eligible women excludes thoSe who say that
they' woUld not accept a job it it were offered. These women could, of -

course, also become eligible in the future. However, it seems preferable
to exaude them since most appear.to be unlikely to apply. About two-thirds
had either a long-term disability or reported that healgth would limit the
amount or kind of work. they could do. Over one-third were,married, some
of these women probably came from families whose in ome was only temporarily
low, so that they,did not perceive a need to wark. If this group were to
be included, estimates of the total eligible popul tion would be larget by
at least 50 Percent for ages under 50 and bi as much as 100 percent for
w9men 50 and over. -
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To summarize, potentially eligible displaced hlrnemakers are women who

are unemployeC'underemployed, or willing to accept aijob (near-elii9ible);

are widowed, separated, divorced or have husbands who can no longer support
1

them; and have spent at least five years out of the labor market since

their first marriage. In addition, they meet a low-income criterton or

are receiving public assistance.8

To estimate eligibility over as wide an' age range as posSible; data

frowthe 1972 and 1976 NLS interviews were.used. In 1972 the age range of

the respondents was 35-49 and in 1976 the range was 39-53. The disadvantage

of this approach is thatchanges in the economy and secule trends in the e

perc,ftntage of divorced women Maysause differences in the eSstimates in the

two years. In fact, or women age 40-49 a fairly large increase in

eligibility did occur between 1972 and 1976 as shown in Table 1. In 1972,

between 3 and 4 percent of women in all age groups from 35 to 49 were

potentially eligible for the dfsplaced homemaker program. In 1976,

eligiility rates were higher by more than one per6ntage point for compara-
.

ble age groups. Since the unemployment rate increased from 5.6 percent in

1972 to 7.7 percent in 1976, part of the difference was undoubtedly due to

,an increased probabilkity of being eligible because of unemployment. In

8The low-income criterion is the higher of 70.Bercent of the lower

living standard income level or the poverty income level as.established by

OMB. The only persons exempt from this requirement were unmarried women

wifh at least 8 weeks of unemproyment. Since CETA regulations allow for

Uging income for the past three months as a basis,for computing annualized

income, it was felt that most kmen with qror more weekS of unemployment

yould qualify dur1n6 the period .of their unemployment, even if their annual

income was too high. In any event, about 80 percent of the unemployed

group met,the income criterion or,were receiving welfare.
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TABLE 1

Percentage of-Women Age 39-53.who were Potentially Eligible

for the CETA DisIllaced Homemaker Program in 1972 and 1976
by Age and Reason for Eligibilitya

S.

(Percent4ge distribuiions)

-we

Age in

given
year

, Potentiallj Eligible
,

Not
.eligible

Total
percent

---p
..

Sample
sizeTotal Underemployed Unemployed Ne ar-

eligible
.

.
. ,

35-39/
1972 3,3 0.9 1.4 1.1 96.7 100.0 1,362

\ 1976 b b
.

.

b
.

b b b b

- 40-44 i

1972 3.5 0.8 1.4 1.3 96.5 100.0 1,373
1976 4.7 1:3 2.2 1.2 95.3 100.0 1,254

,

45-49 i
///

1972 3.5 0.6 1.8 1.2 96.5 100.0 . 1,527
1976 4.7 , 0.8 2,3

,

'1.6
.

95.3 100.0 1,328

50-53
'' 1972 b b b b b b b

1976 3.5
_

0,9 1.5. ,r. 1.1 96.5 100.0
I

1,122

.a
Percentages weighted to take into account oversampling of black population.
See NLS Handbook for/description of sample and weighting procedure.

bAge 601W not included in sample in this year.

f



it
fact, the largest increasetin each age group did occur in'the unemOloyed

category. However, some part of the increase undoubtedly-reflects in-

creasing rates of separation and divorce between the-tw6 years.
9

In 1976, women in their early fifties had lower rates of eligibility

than those in the younger age groups. While younger women had an eligibility

rate of 4.7 percent in that year, the rate for woMen in their early fifties

was only 3.5.percent. Apparently the reason for tAs. lower eligibility is

that'oldeowomen are less likely to be looking for work. This may be due

in part to an increase in health problems at older ages and perhaps In part

tpo poorer job dPportuni,ties.

These rates imply that in 1976 about 265,000 woMen who were 35-39,

t67,000 women 40-44, and 49t3,000* women 45-54 Auld have beenTotentially

eligible for'the program, a total Of slightly over one million women in the ,

fr

entire 3-54 age range.
10

Removing voluntary part-time workersInight de-

crease these figures by as much as 10 percent, leaving slightly undei-,a million

9 For the age group 40-49 a standardization pkecedure was used to decom-

pose the increase in eligibility rates between 1972 and 1976 into increases

due to changes in the marital status of the population a d increases d to

changes in eligibility rates for each marital status. A roximately 25 Oer-k
cent of the increase was attributed to marifil status cha ges, while 7 per-

cent was due to higher eligibility rates for all marital status groups. .

ioTotal numbers were calculated by applying the eligibility rates for 1976 .

tn Table 1 to the number of persons in the rklevant age ranges in 1976 as'

shown in Current Population Reports (V.S. BUeeau of the Census, 1977). -In

this year there were 6.0 m)llion woMen 35-39,1,1 million women 40-44 and

12.2 million women 45-54. For'the age range 36-39, the 1976 eligibility rate

was assumed to be 4:4 percent, implying the same increase in eligibilityte-

tween 1972 and 19760s that experienced by.the 40-44,age group. The rate for

the age group 45-53 was applied 'to the number of Women 45-54, although.this

could very slightly overstate the number of eligible women if eligibility

declines with age.
.

)
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potentially eligible women. Main it should be noted that 1976'was a

recession year; in a year.with a more moderate rate of Unemploymenl,

program eligibility might be expected to decrease by as much as 20 percent.12

Whe women wnb.already have jobs will be motivated to apply for the

program or will be reached by information about program availability is un-

-certain. The extent of interest among women in the near-eligible category

reniains to be seen alto, sinde most have not taken active steps to find em-

ployment. Therefore, it pylbe that women in the unemployed category will be

the most motivated and most easily reaccitd'of all the'groups. These possible

differences in program participation have important ibpliCatiogs for program

devign since the characteristics of Women in the three categories of eligi

bility differ considerably,-as the next section will show.

Characteristics of the Potentially Eligible Population'

Table 2 shows seledled cha'racteris;tics of women age 39-53 who were

potentidlly eligible for the...isplaced homemaker program in 1976 for each of

the categories of eligibility. Charnteristics of the entire population of

women this age range are shown for purposes of comparison. While older

11

This is a rough estimate obtained by assuming that approximately 40
percent of part-time work by lbw-income women in this age range was involun-
tary. In 1976 about 20 percent of the underemployed group in Table I were
working fUll-time at wages below the minimum. If 'only 40 percent of the ,

remainder were.working part=time involuntarily, the true underemployed grodp
would be almost 50-percent smaller than the estimate in.Table 1, and the
total eligible population would be smaller by about 10 percent, However,
the 40 percent involuntary part-time estimate uses 1972 data; in a 'recession
year such as 1976 the amount af involuntary part-time work might be higtier.

12
The estimate of the decrease in.the percent Of eligible women if un-

employment shotild decline to1972 levels was taken from the percentage of .

the 1972-76 increase in eligfbility that could not be attributed to changing
maritgi status of the population. See Footnote 9.

if



TAALE 2

Characteristtcs of Women Age 59:55 Who Were4Potentially Eligible
for the CETA DtSolaced Homemaker Program Compared with the
Total Pooulation of Women 39753-1n-the U.5., 1976

(Percentages)

Characteristic

Pptentially eligible population
total

population.
Total

A..

Underemployed
-

Hnemployed

,i

Near-
eligible

' Sout$

SMSA
Central City

Receiving
welfare

_Black

Less than 12
years of
school

completed '

Health

problein

Sample size
,

30.9

28.8

. 3.9

10.1

,

,33.1

18.4

4,172

35.5

41.7

28.0

32.8

52.2

36.9

270

.

0.5

39.2

21.9

42.3

N

53.1

.

35.9

69

I

32.7

39.3

24.0

25..3

.7

44.7

36.2

115
.

36.3

47.5

39.5

.

63.1

38.8

861
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or younger womenwho become'eligible for the program may have somewhat differ-

ent characteristics from those desCribed4here, it is ddubtful that they would

be so dtfferent as to change substantifilly the findings reported.13

-$
The displaced homemaker population was somewhat more heavily concen-

trated io the South and in the ceniral cities of SMSA's when compared with

most women of their age.. The disadvantaged position of the displaced

homemaker is evident: over one-fourth were receiving welfare; one-third

were black;J)ver half had not completed high school; and one-third had

health problems. ,

Comparing the three categories of potentiky eligible women, so

differences in their economic circumstances are apparent. Women in e

near-eligible group appear to be the most severely disadvantaged; nearly

two-thirds had not'completed high school, and the percentage receiving

public assistance was higher than in either of the other two groups.

Unemployed women were most likely to have completed high school , but were .

nevertheless more likely to receive welfare than were underemployed women.

4
If actual participants should come disproportionately from the unemployed

group, their problems might be somewha't less severe than those described

here for the total eligjble population. However, compared with other

women of the same age; even the u46Mployed eligible women are clearly at

a disadvantage.

13
Younger women would, of course, tend to have 9ounger children and

!more problems of child care than those in the age range of this study.
Older women, while having fewer dependenjs, might have slightly lower
levels of education and in some cases les work experience. The low-
income criterion, however, assures that all eligible women will suffer from
some of the disadvantves described for this central age group.

I_ 3
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As Table,3 showS, about one-third of the'eligible women no longer,
,

ha children at home, while 20 Percent had three or more Chtldren. Eligible

vomen had slightly more chtldren than other women in the 39-53 430 range,

but the differkace was not large. Very fewAlad preschool children. for

this age group,bchtid care will not be a major need. Due to eligibility

requirements onsl about 20 percent were married and living with their

spouses.

Table-4 describes the work experience of the eligible population both

in the recent past and over Vie entire period srince first marriage. The

picture that emerges here suggests that the stereotype of the displaced
%

homemaker as a person wfthvery little work experience is not accurate

for the majority of these women, although it does,refleci the experience

of a substantial minority. Si;ice l*er first marrtsge the average eligible

woman had spent about seventeen years out of the labor force, or doing
/1\

only small amounts of works and had worked six months or more for about

nine yeirs. About 40 percent.of the eligible population had less than

five years of work experience; about one-third had 20 or more years

with little or na paid employment. People with such work histories do

resemble the sterotypic displaced homemaker. On the other hand, over,

one-third of the total eligible population and nearlY one-half of the

unemployed group had ten or more years of substantial work ex'perience.

Furtherm0e, for most of the women, at least part of their work

experience was recent. As Table 4 shows, the great majority of-women

eligible for,the displaced homemaker program had at least some work

,experience in thePast five years.. While this.must by definition be true

of the underemployea group, even among those who qualify because of
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TABLE 3

Tamily Composition of Women Eligible for the CETA Displace!!
Homemaker Progr4m Compared with the Total Population

of Women Age 39-5 in 1976

(Percentage distributions)

-

ill

Characteristic

.

Potentially eligible population'
Total

population
Total

1

Underemployed

s

Unemployed
Near-

eligible

' ,

Number of children 18
or under \

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

None 40.8 36.7 34.3 40.1 33.1
,

1-2 41.2 41.6 40.5 40.0 44.8

3 Or more 18.1 21.8 25.2 19.9 22.2

With preschool children 4.1 5.5 3.0 5.2 7.6.

Married, spouse present 79.9 21.6 28.1 15.6 26.6

Sample size 4,172 270 69 115 86

_ _



TABLE 4

it

Work Experience o Women" Eligible for the CETA Di;placed
Homemaker Pro am Compared with the Total Population

o Women Age 39-53 in 1976
.

4 (Percentage. dtstributions 'and means)

_

I

Charadlteristic
.

Total
-

population

Potentially elillible population

Total Underemployed Unempl0Y6d
Near-

eligiele

,

Years worked'
Trith-S-or more

m-TotaT 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Less than 5 32.4 40.5 43.2 29.1 4 58.3
5-9 21.5 24.1 39,0 25.3 9.9
10 or more 46.2 35.4 17.8 45.5 31.8
Mean 11 9 7 11 7

Years not worked or
.

worked less than
6 monthsa

1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0. 100.0 100.0
Less than 10 28.4 19.7 15.0 25.2 13.9
10-19 29.7 47.9 43.8 50.6 46.4
20 or more .31.9 32.4 41.2 24.2 39.7
Mean 15 17 18 15 19

Weeks worked last
I

5 years
'

Total 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
0 24.1 20.8 0.0 12.6 48.9 .

Less than half 21.9 42.1. 35.3 48.6 29.9
Half or more 53.8 37.0 64.7 38.8 21.2

Sample sizeb 3,677 242 58 109 72
P

aSince first marriage.

b
Sample sizes are fork upper panel's. For lowest panel sample sizes are the same
as those shown in Figure 3.
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unemployment, only 13 percent had no recent work experience: Only in the

lear-eligible category did the percentage that had-not wofted in tbe past:

Aive years approach one-half. On the oiher hand, less than 40 percent of

the eligible populltion had Worked as much Is half of all weeks during

these years; among the near-eltgibles, the percentage with a high level

of recent Work attachment was even Waller. It should be notedthat,

Iwmpared with thesentire population of women of fhesame age, more of

the displaced homemakers had at least some recent experience, but fewer

had worked hegularly ifi recent ydars, perhaps reflectiheir difficulty

nding adequate employment.

it oppears, then, that relatively few women eligible'for the displaced

- homemaker program will completely lack recent work experience. However,

many of the women have releent employment g rathgr short duration. Further,
6

.
as shown in Table 5, the majority were.working or had last worked in a

low-skilled jobnearly one-half in a slGivice occupatiOn. While nearly

60 percent of all women of thsame age had worked in white collar occupa-
.

tions, less than one-third of the eligibfe population had this kind of work

experience.

The relative lack of skills necessary to obtain good jobs is shown

also in the wage rates of women who had worked at any time during the',

prA'Us year. While the average wage of women workers in the entir

population was $3.70 per hour, wages Pf the eligible population averaged

over one dollar less. Wages that Lihemployed and near-el1g1b4e.women were

1
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TABLE 5

Occupation.and.Wages of Women Eligible for the Displaced
Homemaker Program Compared wlth the Total.Population

.* of Women Age 39-53 in 1976

. C 16

4
.

Potentially eligible population

Characteristic Total '

population

'll-eremployed
Near-

Total Unemployed eligible
,

. Percent

100.0 100.0- 100.0
_

100.0Total 40.0
Occupationa .

.

White collar 59.1 32.6 .04.6 42.2 25.1
Blue collar 16.51 16.2 4.0 22.6 15.0
Service 1 19,5 46.4 72.4 34.8 45.8
Farm V

2.9 3.3 1.1 0.5 9.3
Never worked 1.9 1.4 0.0 b 4.7
(Sample size) , (4,113) (268) (69) (113) (86)

. I
.

Means

Wage

4\11,11-66
Current'or

recent job 3.71 % 2.55 2.39
.

c

(Sample size) (2,364) s (161k (60) (85)

Reservation wage
d

-3.17 2.74 e 2.65 * 2.85
(Sample size) (526) (132] (56) (76)

_

4

aCurrent or last job.

b
Less than .05 percent

c
Results not shOwn when sa4le size less than 25.

d,

Wage respondent reported she would want in order to accept a job offer.

Question not asked of currently employed respondents.
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willing to accept were alto low oppared with 'those reCeived by most waren

of their-age.. This suggests that an iftipcirtant part of the.displace

homemaker program wirk be to help eligible women to upgrade their skills.

Earlier.it w

i

s saggested that women acthely seektng work may'be

most likely to he r about 06-displaced homemaker prOgram. 06 most
i

measures of work-related skill, these unemployed women are the least

disadvantaged of the three groups. A higher percen ti age haVe completed

high 4chool and have experience in white collar occtipations; their total

work experience is greater, on average, than women jn the other t groups.

Although underemployed women have recent work expertence, they have worked

primarily in'service and other poorly paid occupatins. Women in the

near-eligible group most closely resemble the stereOtypic displaced

-homemaker with little recent work experience. If "the program is to serve

those most in need, it will be important to reaCh bothtunderemployed women

and t se who have not yet taken steps to find work.

Summary and Policy Viplications

Abouk on FNe`.*Iill ion women 35-54 years of age wo>I have been potentially

elitgible for the TA displaced homeMaker program in 1976, had such

legislation existe in that year. At a timd of lower unemployment the

number of eligible men coul&,be expected to be somewhat lower

Women found to ibe potentially eligible forfthe program differ from

the stereotype of'the displaced hoWiemaker in important ways. -While the

majority have spent 15 or more years outside the labor market, most have

also had considerable work experience, sie of it recent. Their employment
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problems cOme :pot from a lack of any recent work experience but from low

skills and irregular eilibToymelit. To the extent that discrimination due to

race, sex., or-age limits:AmPloyment opportunities, th'eir problems are inreased.,

This profile of the displaced bomemaker suggests certain-needs6tNaf

CETA progranis should be prepared to serve. First, since employers.often

prefer to hire high school graduates and since half of the eligible
As

population have not finished high school, arrangements' sbould be made for

particIpants to attend adult education classes or otherwise prepare for

high schoOl equivalency examinations. Second, Job, training programs

should have a high priority, and job placements should focus on work that

offers on-th -job trarning. Third, counselling should be'av4ilable,

including inf rmation about nontraditional jobs that partitipanfs might

not otherwise cbnsider. Advice on career planning and seeking promotion

should also be offered.

Under current CETA legislation, many low-indome women will be excluded

from the displaced homemaker program either because they are working full

time atwages above the minimanCor because they have worked virtually all

of their adult lives and do not meet the requirement of having spent a

"substantial" number of years outside the labor market.14 A question for

ifurter consideration is whether the program should be expanded to serve

the needs of these woman as well.

141n 1976 approximately 400,000 low-income women age 35-54
would have been ineligible for the displaced homemaker program for one of
these reasons.
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The Center for Human Resource Research

The center for Human Resource Ilvsearch is a-policy-oriented research
unit based in the College of Administrative Science of The Ohio state University.
Established in 1965, the Center is concerned with a wide range of contemporary
problems associated with human resource development, conservation and utili-
zation. Th'e personnel include approximately twenty senior staff members ckavTh
from the disciplines of econbmics, education, health sciences, industrial
relations, managpment science, psychology, public administratibn, social' work
and sociology. This multidisciplinary team is supported by approximately 50
graduate research associates,,full-time research assistants, computer program-
mers and other personnel.

The Center has acquired pre-eminence in the fields of labor market
research and manpower planning. The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
Force Behavior have been the responsibility of the Center since 1965 undet
continuing support from the United States Department of Labor. Staff have been
called upon, for human resource Vanning assistance throughout the world with
major studies conducted in Bolivia, Ecuador and 'Venezuela, and recelity the
National Science Foundation requested a review of the state of the art in human
resource planning. Senior personnel are also engaged in several other areas of
research including collective bargaining and labor relations, evaluation and
monitoring of the operation of government -employmerTt and training programs
and the projection of health education and facility needs.

The Center for Human Resource Research has received over one million
dollars annually from government agencies and private foundations to support its
research in recent years. Providing support have been the UtS. Departments of
Labor, State, and Health, Education and Welfare; Ohio's Health and Education
Depattments and Bureau of Employment Services; the Ohio cities of Columbus
and Springfield; the Ohio AFL-p0; arid the George Gund Foundation. The
'breadth of research interests may be seen by exarnining a few of the present
projects.

The largest of the current projeCts is the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor Force Behavior. This project involves repeated interviews over a fifteen
year period with fair groups of the United State population; older men, middle-
aged women, and young men and wornen. The data are collected for 20,000
individuals by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, and the Center. is responsible for
data anlysis. To date dozens of research monographs and special ceports have
been prepared by the staff. Responsibilities also include the preparation'and
distribution of data tapes for public use. Beginning in 1979, an additional cohort
of 12,000 young men and women between the ages of 14 and 21 will be studied on
an annual basis for the following five years. Again the Center witt provide
analysis and public use tapes for this cohort.

The Quality of Working Life Project is another ongoing study operated in
conjuection 'with th* cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an attempt to
improve lxfth the prductivity and...the meaningfulness of work for public
employees ,in these t o municipalities. Center staff serve as third party
advisors, as well as esearchers, to explore new techniques for sattaining
management-worker co4eration.
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A third area of research in which the Center has been active is manpower
planning both in the U.S. and in developing countries. A current project for 'the
Ohio Advisory Council for Vocational Education seeks to identify and inventory
the highly fragmented institutions and agencies responsible fori supplying
vocational and technical training in Ohio. These data will subsequently be

--integrated into a comprehensive model 4or forecasting the State's supply of
vocational and technicel skills.

Another focus of research is collective bargainirik. In a project for the U.S.
Department of Labqr staff members are evaluatinseveral current experiments
for "expedited griekance procedures," working with unions and management in a
variety',9f Industries. The procedural adequacies, safeguards for due process,
cost and timing of the new procedure are beibg weighed against traditional
arbitration techniques.

Senior staff also serve as consultants to many boards and commissions at
the national and state level. Reeent papers have been written for the. Joint
Economic Cotnmittee of Congress, The National Commission for Employment
add Unemployment Statistics, The National Commission for Manpower 'Policy,
The White House Conference on the Family, the Ohio Board of Regents, the Ohio
_Governor's Task Force on Health, and the Ohio Governor's Task Force on
Welfare.

The Center maintains a working library of approximately 9,000 titles which
includes a wide range of reference works and current periodical,. Also provided
are computer facilities linked with those of the University and staffed by
approximately a dozen computer programmers. They serve the needs of in-house
researchers and users of the National Longitudinal Survey tapes.

For more information on specific Center activities or for a copy of the
Publications List, write: Director, Center for Human Resource Research, Suite
585, 1t15 Perry Street, Columbus, Ohio 43201.
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